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Water & Land Resources Division        MEETING NOTES 

Department of Natural Resources & Parks   
King Street Center   

201 S. Jackson St., Ste. 600 

Seattle, WA 98104-3855 
(206) 477-4654 Office | (206) 296-0192 Fax 
 

CEDAR RIVER COUNCIL 
 March 27th, 2018 – 7:00 PM - 9:00 PM  

Maplewood Greens Golf Course 

4050 Maple Valley Hwy., Renton, WA 98058 
   

Meeting was called to order at 7:01 pm. 
               
     

1st Public Comment Period 

A citizen voiced concern about the Riverbend project’s proximity to the proposed Maple Valley asphalt plant. 
 

Riverbend Levee Setback & Floodplain Restoration Project Update – Jon Hansen, DNRP 

Jon Hansen, Riverbend project manager for King County DNRP, presented an update on the progress of the project. He 

said much progress has been made, and the current goal is to reach the 60% mark in the design phase, which includes 

permitting, SEPA, and presentations to various stakeholders. He said in this location as it is now, the Cedar River is 

confined, and the fish habitat is simplified and hard to maintain. The planned benefits of the project include improving 

habitat, reducing flood hazard, reducing long-term costs, and reinitiating natural river processes. After reviewing 

several proposed design alternatives, the County opted for a “middle of the road” approach in terms of leaving and/or 

modifying existing landscape. 
 

He said currently there is almost no use of Cavanaugh Pond by juvenile salmon, as it is not ideal habitat. The project 

includes proposed modifications to the pond, such as elevating side channels to prevent river erosion and depositing of 

gravel in the pond and other lower areas, and adding access points to these channels for juvenile fish. The goal is to 

increase spawnable area in the vicinity from its current one-acre total. Another goal is to spread water/energy flow out 

from the mainstem of the river to protect surrounding areas. This has an added benefit of, wherever energy/velocity 

goes down, a higher viability of salmon habitat and less likelihood of scouring. 
 

Mr. Hansen said the current timeline targets a construction start date of 2019, however, funding is an issue. He 

explained that about $10 million is needed, and the total cost of the project will be over $20 million. Larry Phillips 

asked if Flood Control District (FCD) funding is available; Mr. Hansen replied that FCD’s focus is more on flood 

hazard reduction instead of salmon habitat. 
 

Frank Urabeck stated he, Max Prinsen, and Larry Fisher had been briefed by Mr. Hansen and County technical staff at 

an earlier time, and he is satisfied with the thoroughness of the technical analysis and intended benefits for all fish, 

including sockeye. Mr. Urabeck asked where this project fits into WRIA 8’s priorities and what funding looks like. Mr. 

Hansen said this project is part of the WRIA’s recovery plan. Tom Beavers explained the County was awarded $7 

million by the legislature in a grant several months ago, leaving a $3 million gap. Mr. Hansen added that this gap refers 

to construction costs only, and other grants are sought to cover additional costs. Mr. Beavers said the County is seeking 

another grant, to be submitted by June and decided on by the legislature for funding next spring. 
 

Mr. Phillips observed that flood control would also be a benefit of this project, and as such he found it odd that it is 

being excluded from FCD funding. Mr. Urabeck agreed, asking what role the CRC has in this process. He suggested 

the County provide the CRC a list showing the financing status so the CRC can have better context to review. Mr. 

Prinsen said the CRC could also write a support letter to FCD and other entities. Nathan Brown reminded the CRC that 

they all represent stakeholder interests, and individually lobbying their County councilmembers is also an option. 
 

Several follow-up questions from CRC members asked about elevating a berm to serve as a noise barrier between the 

highway and a nearby neighborhood, and maintaining public access to trails in the area. Mr. Hansen said raising the 

berm could be looked at, and his group is working with DNRP’s Parks division to determine future public access points 

for trails. A citizen asked about concerns from being close to the proposed asphalt plant; Mr. Hansen replied that while 

he is not an expert, he didn’t foresee that petroleum products could travel the one-mile distance to the project site. 
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Mr. Phillips suggested applying to the Mountains to Sound Greenway organization, who does a lot of volunteer work 

and charitable contributions, for help on this project. Mr. Prinsen said the CRC would wait for Mr. Hansen to return 

with additional recommendations and information, and then consider drafting a support letter. 
 

CRC Work Plan & Schedule 
Nathan Brown conducted an exercise with CRC members to determine priority issues to address in 2018/early 2019. 
 

Fish recovery topics scored the highest: a sockeye hatchery program, improving fish returns, helping implementation of 

the WRIA 8 recovery plan, and improving survival of young salmon. Other high-scoring topics addressed river 

restoration, flood control, water quality, and managing stormwater runoff. Additional topics included addressing 

climate change and ocean conditions’ impact on sockeye, lobbying the FCD for project funding, posting fishing 

regulation signs along the river, and reducing artificial light pollution on the river. 
 

Max Prinsen observed the CRC is already regularly updated on many of these topics. It was suggested experts be 

brought in to present on water quality (Department of Ecology and/or King County), and DNRP’s Rivers section’s six-

year plan for the basin. Further brainstorming brought up more proposed topics: large woody debris projects, the 

Williams pipeline, power lines, a film called “Princess Angeline” about history of the Duwamish tribe and the Lake 

Washington basin, and a trash pickup event along the river in August. Mr. Brown said he would tentatively map out the 

year’s topics to present at next meeting. 
  

CRC members still interested in a tour were advised to notify Mr. Brown. The CRC also voiced interest in holding a 

meeting at the watershed center in North Bend. It was also suggested that this year’s “I Love the Cedar River” event be 

held in late September or early October due to weather concerns. 
 

Updates & Announcements 

 CRC Asphalt Plant Letter Update: Nathan Brown reported on a CRC email discussion about what issues to 

address in a letter to King County Council. The CRC needs to decide whether to take a position on these 

issues, and what function they want the letter to serve. Jay Mirro said the CRC should do its part to ensure 

citizens’ concerns on this plant are being heard by appropriate authorities. Frank Urabeck advised the letter 

also request a response. Larry Phillips suggested requesting all pertinent public records on this issue for 

review. Mr. Brown said he would work with Max Prinsen and other CRC volunteers within the next two weeks 

to draft a letter. Mr. Prinsen suggested attaching the CRC’s list of issues to this letter, and Mr. Phillips added 

that the case should be made that these concerns are attached to the mission of the CRC. 

 WRIA 8: This topic was not addressed due to time constraints. 

 Fish Counts/Issues: This topic was not addressed due to time constraints. 

 River Conditions/Issues: This topic was not addressed due to time constraints. 
 

2nd Public Comment Period 
A citizen voiced concern on an apparent lack of public information about King County testing contaminants at the 

proposed asphalt plant site prior to Sunset Materials’, owner prior to Lakeside Industries, ownership of the site. She 

further commented that many asphalt plants regularly have spills. 
 

Another citizen asked about jurisdictional authority in addressing large woody debris in the river, and if the City of 

Renton could be brought into discussion about debris near Ron Regis Park and other areas within their boundaries. 
 

The meeting adjourned at 9:01 pm. 
 

Next Meeting       

April 24th, 2018, 7:00 to 9:00 pm – Maplewood Greens Golf Course, Renton 

 

  


